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Motivated by the recent experiment indicating that superconductivity in the doped topological insulator
CuxBi2Se3 has an odd-parity pairing symmetry with rotational symmetry breaking, we study the general
class of odd-parity superconductors with two-component order parameters in trigonal and hexagonal crystal
systems. In the presence of strong spin-orbit interaction, we find two possible superconducting phases below
Tc, a time-reversal-breaking (i.e., chiral) phase and an anisotropic (i.e., nematic) phase, and determine their
relative energetics from the gap function in momentum space. The nematic superconductor generally has a full
quasiparticle gap, whereas the chiral superconductor with a three-dimensional (3D) Fermi surface has point nodes
with lifted spin degeneracy, resulting in itinerant Majorana fermions in the bulk and topological Majorana arcs
on the surface.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.94.180504
Introduction. Unconventional superconductors with non-s-
wave pairing symmetry have always been an tantalizing topic
of condensed matter physics [1]. For inversion-symmetric
materials, superconducting order parameters can be broadly
divided into two types: even-parity (such as s-wave) and
odd-parity (such as p-wave). There is mounting evidence that
the heavy fermion compound UPt3 [2,3] and the transition
metal oxide Sr2RuO4 [4,5] are odd-parity superconductors. In
spin-rotational-invariant systems, odd-parity superconductiv-
ity generally results from spin-triplet pairing, which can be
meditated by spin fluctuations in the vicinity of ferromagnetic
instability. On the other hand, the mechanisms and properties
of odd-parity superconductivity in spin-orbit-coupled systems
have been less explored until recently. In the last few years,
a number of theoretical and numerical studies have shown
that in the presence of strong spin-orbit interaction, odd-parity
pairing can be realized in a broad range of materials without
proximity to magnetic instabilities [6–13].
In particular, Fu and Berg [6] proposed that the doped
topological insulator CuxBi2Se3, which is superconducting
below Tc ∼ 3.8 K [14,15] and has strong spin-orbit coupling
with a magnitude comparable to the Fermi energy, may have
an odd-parity order parameter. This theoretical proposal has
sparked considerable experimental studies of CuxBi2Se3 and
related superconductors derived from topological insulators
[16–18]. Remarkably, two recent experimental studies on
CuxBi2Se3, both bulk probes of the bulk pairing symmetry,
have observed in-plane uniaxial anisotropy appearing below
Tc: Knight shift measurements [19] and specific heat measure-
ments in rotating field [20]. This provides a direct evidence
of spontaneous spin rotational symmetry breaking in the
superconducting state. Further theoretical analysis [21] shows
that this NMR result and the absence of line nodes deduced
from an earlier specific heat measurement [15] appear to be
consistent only with the two-component Eu order parameter,
which is one of the odd-parity pairing symmetries classified
in Ref. [6]. Very recent magnetotransport [22] and torque
magnetometry [23] measurements further support this.
Motivated by these experimental advances, here we study
the physics of odd-parity two-component superconductors.
In general, superconductors with multi-dimensional order
parameters may exhibit multiple superconducting phases as a
function of temperature, magnetic field, pressure and chemical
substitution. These phases may break time-reversal, spin
rotation, or crystal symmetry, as exemplified by the A and
B phases of 3He. While time-reversal-breaking (or chiral)
superconductivity has been widely studied especially in the
context of Sr2RuO4, rotational symmetry broken or nematic
superconductivity, as exhibited by CuxBi2Se3, is however rare
and largely unexplored. The main purpose of this work is to
study the energetics and physical properties of two-component
odd-parity superconductors, and point out the crucial role of
spin-orbit coupling.
Our main results are as follows. First, we list the representa-
tive gap functions of two-component odd-parity order param-
eters, which differ significantly for materials with and without
spin-orbit interaction. Next, by a weak-coupling analysis based
on Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory, we show that in
spin-rotational-invariant materials, the energetically favored
superconducting phase below Tc is rotationally invariant, but
in the presence of strong spin-orbit coupling, it can be either
chiral or nematic. We show that the nematic phase generally
has a full superconducting gap, whereas the chiral phase
exhibits robust point nodes with lifted spin degeneracy on a 3D
Fermi surface, resulting in low-energy Majorana-Bogoliubov
quasiparticles in the bulk and topological Majorana arcs on the
surface.
Two-component odd-parity order parameters. Assuming
that the superconducting gap is much smaller than the Fermi
energy, we construct the superconducting order parameter
using electron operators on the Fermi surface: ψ(k) =
[c1(k),c2(k)]T . In the absence of spin-orbit coupling the
index α = 1,2 labels, two spin eigenstates along a global z
axis. In spin-orbit coupled systems, and in the presence of
time-reversal () and parity (P ) symmetry, α is a pseudospin
index labeling the two degenerate bands. We choose a special
basis, called manifestly covariant Bloch basis (MCBB) [24],
in which the [c1,c2]T obeys the same simple transformation
properties under the symmetries of the crystal as an ordinary
SU (2) spinor [c↑,c↓]T [25].
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The pairing potential in BCS mean-field theory of su-
perconductivity can be explicitly expressed in MCBB as
ˆ =∑k αβ(k)βγ c†α(k)c†γ (−k), where the pairing matrix
(k) is basis dependent. Time-reversal symmetry acts as
ψ(k)−1 = iσyψ(−k), and this implies for a time-reversal-
invariant pairing function (iσy)∗(k)(−iσy) = (−k). Sym-
metries of the crystal point group G, denoted g ∈ G, act as
gψ(k)g−1 = Ugψ(gk). Odd-parity pairing is then defined by
the relation (−k) = −(k).
The simple transformation properties of the pairing function
in the MCBB allow a straightforward classification in terms
of representations of the crystal symmetry group. In spin-
rotational-invariant systems, the pairing is decomposed into
different representations of the symmetry group G × SU(2).
For multicomponent odd-parity superconducting order pa-
rameters, the pairing function is a linear combination of the
basis functions, (k) =∑m ξmm(k) · σ , where m labels the
components of the representation, and the order parameters
ξm are vectors in spin space. Because of the spin-rotational
symmetry, superconducting states whose order parameters
only differ by a common SO(3) rotation of all vectors ξm are
degenerate in energy. In contrast, in the presence of spin-orbit
coupling, the electron spin and momentum transform jointly
under crystal symmetry operations. Therefore the pairing
function is entirely classified by the symmetry group G,
and (k) is decomposed as (k) =∑m ηmm(k), where
ηm are scalars and the spin structure is now fixed by
m(k).
In this work, we consider two-component order parameters,
i.e., m = 1,2. Then, the pairing functions for spin-rotationally
invariant and spin-orbit coupled cases take the form
(k) = ξ1g1(k) · σ + ξ2g2(k) · σ , (1)
(k) = η1F1(k) + η2F2(k), (2)
respectively. For example, Table I shows basis functionsg1,2(k)
and F1,2(k) in the leading-order p-wave harmonic expansion
for the trigonal D3d point group of Bi2Se3, and the hexagonal
D6h point group of UPt3. Many (but not all) of these basis
TABLE I. Table listing the two-component odd-parity pairings
to leading order p wave in the harmonic expansion. We focus on
hexagonal and trigonal crystal systems. The coefficients a,b multi-
plying degenerate basis functions are arbitrary, i.e., not determined
by symmetry.
Pairing form factors D3d D6h
g1(k) = kx
g2(k) = ky
}
Eu E1u
F a1 (k) = kxσz,F b1 (k) = kzσx
F a2 (k) = kyσz,F b2 (k) = kzσy
}
Eu E1u
F c1 (k) = kxσy + kyσx
F c2 (k) = kxσx − kyσy
}
Eu E2u
functions have been obtained before, see for example Ref. [26]
and references therein.
Landau theory. To address the phenomenology of odd-
parity pairing we consider the Ginzburg-Landau (GL) expan-
sion of the free energy in the order parameter. We first take the
spin-orbit coupled case. For the order parameters defined in
Eq. (2), the free energy up to fourth order and for all symmetry
groups listed in Table I is given by [27,28]
F = A(T − Tc)(|η1|2 + |η2|2) + B1(|η1|2 + |η2|2)2
+B2|η∗1η2 − η1η∗2|2. (3)
The GL coefficient B2 decides the superconducting order
below Tc [21,27,28]. When B2 < 0, the chiral superconductor,
given by (η1,η2) = η0(1, ± i), is favored. Chiral supercon-
ductivity, defined by nonzero η∗1η2 − η1η∗2, breaks time-
reversal symmetry since  acts ηi → η∗i . When B2 > 0, the
nematic superconductor, given by (η1,η2) = η0(cos θ, sin θ ), is
favored. The nematic superconductor owes its name to nonzero
nematic order Ni given by (N1,N2) = (|η1|2 − |η2|2,η∗1η2 +
η∗2η1). These components satisfy N∗i = Ni and therefore are
time-reversal invariant. They transform, however, as partners
of the Eg (D3d ) and E2g (D6h) representations, which implies
the nematic superconductor breaks rotational symmetry. The
nematic angle θ is pinned at three-fold degenerate discrete
values only at sixth order in the GL expansion. The term
F (6) = C1(N3+ + N3−) with N± = η1 ± iη2 discriminates the
two types of nematic states with (η1,η2) = η0(1,0) and
η0(0,1).
This should be contrasted with the Landau theory for odd-
parity triplet pairing in spin-rotational invariant systems, which
in terms of (ξ1,ξ2) defined in Eq. (1) is given by, at fourth
order,
F (4) = B1(|ξ1|2 + |ξ2|2)2 + B2|ξ ∗1 × ξ1 + ξ ∗2 × ξ2|2
+B3|ξ ∗1 · ξ2 − ξ ∗2 · ξ1|2 + B4(ξ ∗1 × ξ2 − ξ ∗2 × ξ1)2
+B5
(
N21 + N22
)+ B6
(| N1|2 + | N2|2
)
, (4)
where N1,2 = ξa∗i τ z,xij ξ aj and Na1,2 = abcξ b∗i τ z,xij ξ cj (repeated
indices summed). The GL coefficients B2–B6 determine
which of the four distinct superconducting states is selected
immediately below Tc [29].
Weak-coupling energetics below Tc. To proceed, we ex-
amine the energetics of odd-parity two-component super-
conductors in weak-coupling BCS theory. In a microscopic
theory, the phenomenological GL coefficients can be evaluated
as Feynman diagrams, and we exploit the symmetry of the
two-component pairings to relate GL coefficients to each other
and infer the relative stability of superconducting states [29].
Consider first the triplet superconductors without spin-orbit
coupling. For the symmetry groups listed in Table I, using
the transformation properties of (g1,g2), we find that the
GL coefficients are related as B1 = B2 = 2B5 = 2B6 and
B3 = B4 = 0. This result is obtained using only the symmetry
of the form factors and holds irrespective of the Fermi
surface geometry or the form of g1,2 (i.e., order of the
harmonic expansion) and leads to a very general conclusion:
the rotational-invariant chiral and the helical superconductor
are the favored within the weak-coupling analysis, both in 2D
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FIG. 1. (a)–(c) Pictorial representation of the geometric criterion
for odd-parity two-component superconductors whose d vectors
d1(k) and d2(k) as function of k are (a) parallel, (b) perpendicular,
and (c) have both parallel and perpendicular components. Case (c)
applies to the two-orbital model of CuxBi2Se3. (d) Superconducting
phase diagram of odd-parity two-component superconductors with
hexagonal and trigonal symmetry, obtained for pairings composed of
F t1,2(k) with t = 1,2,3 and assuming a spherical Fermi surface, in the
(|λa|,|λb|)/|λc| plane.
and 3D, and they remain degenerate at fourth order in GL
theory.
Next, we turn to spin-orbit superconductors described by
Eq. (3), and study their energetics. We first derive a general
expression for the GL coefficients B1,2 and then apply the
result to various gap functions given in Table I. We expand
the two pairing components of Eq. (2) as F1,2(k) = d1,2(k) · σ
in terms of real momentum-dependent d1,2 vectors (which are
locked to the lattice) and calculate the GL coefficients [29].
Remarkably, the result for B2 can be cast entirely in terms
of the d-vector configuration on the Fermi surface, taking the
simple form
B2 = 〈( d1 × d2)2〉 − 〈( d1 · d2)2〉, (5)
where 〈. . . 〉 is equal to an average over the Fermi surface.
Defining I1 = 〈( d1 · d2)2〉 and I2 = 〈( d1 × d2)2〉 we further
find B1 = 3I1 + I2. From this we obtain a general criterion
for the superconducting state favored below Tc: the paral-
lel component d1 ‖ d2 favors the chiral the superconductor
whereas the orthogonal component d1 ⊥ d2 favors the nematic
superconductor. A pictorial geometric representation of this is
shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(c).
Let us now apply this result to the pairing functions of
Table I, and in particular to the case of CuxBi2Se3. For Eu
pairing of D3d (the point group of CuxBi2Se3) the gap function
is a linear combination of multiple basis functions in the
p-wave harmonic expansion, i.e., Fm(k) =
∑
t λtF
t
m(k) with
t = a,b,c and here the λt are not determined by symmetry. The
GL coefficients B1,2 will depend on the expansion coefficients
λt and the details of the Fermi surface [29]. Assuming a
three-dimensional Fermi surface, the superconducting phase
diagram determined by the sign ofB2 is shown in Fig. 1(d), as a
function of |λa|/|λc| and |λb|/|λc|. The location of the material
CuxBi2Se3 in this phase diagram can be obtained by mapping
the two-orbital model [6] to the conduction band MCBB (see
Ref. [29]). We find that |λa| ∼ |λb| and λc = 0. As a result,
the nematic superconductor is expected below Tc, consistent
with the observation of rotational symmetry breaking in NMR
[19].
In case of E1u and E2u pairing in a hexagonal crystal
(i.e., symmetry group D6h), the gap functions are similarly
expanded with expansion coefficients λt . Now symmetry
forces λc = 0 (E1u) and λa = λb = 0 (E2u), fixing the location
in phase diagram of Fig. 1(d). The nematic superconductor is
selected as the lowest energy state independent of the Fermi
surface geometry whenλa = λb = 0, since parallel component
identically vanishes in this case, i.e., d1 · d2 = 0.
The appearance of nematic superconductivity in spin-orbit
coupled systems should be contrasted with triplet pairing
in spin-rotationally invariant superconductors, which always
leads to isotropic phases: either chiral or helical. It may also
be contrasted with two-component singlet d-wave supercon-
ductors [30] and spinless p-wave superconductors in 2D [31]:
in both cases the isotropic chiral phase (p + ip and d + id) is
favored.
Gap structures. We now study quasiparticle gap struc-
tures of nematic and chiral superconductors with spin-orbit
coupling. First, consider the Eu pairing in trigonal crys-
tals with D3d point group, whose gap function takes the
general form (k) =∑t λt (η1F t1(k) + η2F t2(k)) ≡ d(k) · σ ,
where F t1,2 with t = a,b,c are listed in Table I. A nematic
superconductor is obtained when η1,2 and λt are real. In this
case, the superconducting gap is given by δ(k) = | d(k)|, with
k being on the Fermi surface. For generic values of (η1,η2), it
is vanishingly improbably to find solutions to d(k) = 0, which
involves three independent equations, on the Fermi surface,
which is a two-dimensional manifold. Therefore, nematic
superconductors are generally nodeless [21]. Only for η2 = 0,
a pair of point nodes are present on the yz plane, and protected
by the mirror symmetry x → −x, which remains unbroken in
the nematic superconducting state [21].
The quasiparticle gap structures of these nematic supercon-
ductors are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). To make a connection
with CuxBi2Se3, we note that experiments have reported a full
pairing gap [15], which is consistent with a (0,1) nematic state.
The two-fold anisotropic gap structure of this nematic state
provides a direct experimental test of the pairing symmetry of
CuxBi2Se3. The normal state Fermi surface has been shown
to display doping dependence, becoming open and quasi-2D
at high doping [32]. We therefore also plot the quasiparticle
gap at kz = 0 in Fig. 2(c) representative for such case. The
difference between open enclosed Fermi surfaces may be
a way to reconcile conflicting STM measurement studies
[33,34].
Hexagonal crystals have higher symmetry and therefore
potentially more constraints on the gap structure. In particular,
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FIG. 2. (a)–(b) Quasiparticle gap structures of odd-parity super-
conductors with (0,1) and (1,0) nematic components, showing the
absence and presence of nodes, respectively. (c) Quasiparticle gap of
(0,1) nematic superconductor as function of azimuthal angle for kz =
0. (d) Quasiparticle spectrum E± along kz of chiral superconductor
(1,i) showing Majorana node.
certain gap function coefficients λt are forced to vanish in
certain pairing channels. In case of E1u pairing, all nematic
superconductors have a pair of point nodes in the xy plane
due to a mirror symmetry z → −z. In case of E2u pairing,
the gap function (k) vanishes on the z axis, resulting in
a pair of point nodes on a 3D Fermi surface. However,
for generic values of (η1,η2), the nematic superconductor
with lowered crystal symmetry allows a small admixture of
a new gap function FA1u(k) = kzσz, whose presence leads
again to a full superconducting gap. Only for special cases
of (η1,η2) = (cos θ0, sin θ0) with θ0 = (n + 1/2)π/3, the pres-
ence of two mirror symmetries x → −x and y → −y protect
the nodes along the z axis. We have thus shown that nematic
superconductors with odd-parity order parameters generally
have a full gap, except for special cases associated with the
presence of a mirror symmetry [29].
In contrast, chiral superconductors with complex d vector
(η1,η2) = (1, ± i) have a different gap structure. Of particular
interest is the chiral superconductor with the D3d point group
and Eu pairing. From the gap function, we find this pairing
yields a nonunitary state with different gaps for the two pseu-
dospin species. On a 3D Fermi surface, a particular pseudospin
species determined by the chirality of the order parameter,
σz = −1(1) for the case of η2/η1 = i(−i), is gapless on the
north and south poles ± K = (0,0, ± kF ), whereas the other
spin species has a full gap, which is proportional to λb at
± K . This leads to a rare case of point nodes without spin
degeneracy. As a result, the Bogoliubov quasiparticles near
these two nodes form a single flavor of massless Majorana
fermions in three dimensions as in particle physics. They
are described by a four-component, real quantum field (x),
consisting of electron fields of a spin component near K:
†(x) =
∑
q
ei q·x(c†K+q,c
†
− K+q,c K−q,c− K−q). (6)
Importantly, the field  lives in Nambu space and satisfies the
reality condition of Majorana fermions, †(x) = (τx(x))T .
The low-energy Hamiltonian for these Majorana-Bogoliubov
quasiparticles, in case of η2/η1 = i, is given by
H+ = 12
∑
q

†
q
⎛
⎜⎝
vF qz 0 0 viq−
0 −vF qz viq− 0
0 −viq+ vF qz 0
−viq+ 0 0 −vF qz
⎞
⎟⎠q,
(7)
where q± = qx ± iqy , vF is Fermi velocity in the z direction,
and v = 2η0λc with pairing amplitude η0. The Hamiltonian
H− for the opposite chirality η2/η1 = −i is obtained by
interchanging q+ and q−. The quasiparticle dispersion near
the nodes is linear in all directions, as shown in Fig. 2(d). The
presence of gapless Majorana fermions is a unique feature of
chiral superconductors with spin-orbit coupling and 3D Fermi
surface [35]. It should be contrasted with either the nematic
superconductor orpx ± ipy superfluid 3He, both of which have
spin-degenerate point nodes giving rise to a four-component
Dirac fermions instead of Majorana. Moreover, the chiral
superconductor with Eu pairing becomes fully gapped when
the Fermi surface topology changes from a closed pocket to
an open cylinder [32].
The gap structures of both nematic and chiral superconduc-
tors, including the gap anisotropy and nodal quasiparticles,
can be detected by tunneling, specific heat and thermal
conductivity under a rotating field, as well as temperature-
and angle-dependent London penetration depth. The chiral
superconductor is topological and has chiral Majorana fermion
surface states. When the bulk has point nodes, zero-energy
surface states form a single open arc in two-dimensional
momentum space, connecting the projection of the nodes.
Importantly, this Majorana arcs has half degrees of freedom as
surface arcs in Weyl semimetals [36] or superconductors with
spin-degenerate nodes [37–40]. When the bulk is fully gapped,
surface states consist of an array of one-dimensional chiral
Majorana fermions stacked along the z axis. The presence
of chiral Majorana fermions on the surface gives rise to a
topological thermal Hall effect, which we will study in detail
elsewhere.
To summarize, odd-parity superconductivity with two-
component order parameters in spin-orbit-coupled materials
comes in two flavors: nematic and chiral. The relative energet-
ics of these two phases is determined by the spin texture of the
gap function, i.e., the geometry of d vectors over the Fermi
surface, as shown in Eq. (5). The gap structures of nematic
and chiral phases are obtained, and nodal quasiparticles in the
latter case are identified as undoubled 3D Majorana fermions.
Our results directly apply to a number of materials currently
receiving much attention, including CuxBi2Se3 and possibly
SrxBi2Se3 [16] and NbxBi2Se3 [41].
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